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GAMES GALORE: TRAVEL PART II
We continue with Travel toys, games and useful things.
Chag Kasher V’Sameach!
Jodie Maoz
From Kodak ~ www.polaroid.com
POP Camera
The Polaroid POP features the white
border you love on your prints. Unleash
your creative side with features like
fun stickers and touchscreen drawing.
Capture those life moments you want
to print on the go or even
share them with your
friends and family
from our print app.
Available at Amazon.com.

From Popsockets
www.popsocket.com
Phone Grip & Stand, Vent Mount,
Sticker Mount
A stylish phone accessory that expands when you use your phone or
collapses to lay flat. Whether you’re
trying to snap a quick pic, watch videos
on the fly, or text with one hand, you’re
covered. Mounts on nearly any vertical
surface, and can also be used on tablets
and readers.

From Thinkfun
www.thinkfun.com
Word A Round/Word A Round 2
The challenge in WordARound is to
quickly figure out where the word starts
and to read
it aloud before your
opponents.
The game
seems so
simple, but
you’ll find
yourself
baffled as
you race to spot and call out words.
Collect cards by being first to correctly
read the word written in the designated
ring on the card.
Rush Hour Jr.
Just like the classic Rush Hour game,
you shift blocking cars and trucks out of
your way to clear a path to the exit. The
40-leveled brain teaser challenges in this
version of Rush Hour Jr were created
specifically for
younger players.
Ages: 5+

From MGA Entertainment
www.mgae.com
Crate Creatures

Pillow Pet ~ www.mypillowpets.com

An ideal naptime companion – not
to mention a comforting partner on road
trips or airplane rides – these folding
stuffed animals are extremely versatile.
They have a strap that closes underneath to transform them into friendly
pets. Simply open the strap and the pet
becomes a pillow.

Verti-Go ~ www.tcgtoys.com

Break into the crate to unbox your
new “beast” friend. Pull its tongue for
monstrously fun sounds and gross
noises. Record and it yaks back phrases.
Each comes in its own crate equipped
with a crowbar. Turn it upside down
or tip over for unique creature sounds.
It flaps its arms when you shake its
tail and makes chomping noises when
you feed it a frozen treat. Put it back in
the crate and unleash it over and over.
Available at Amazon.com, Toyrus.com
and Target.com.

Test your nerves with this game of equilibrium as you
build out a tower of cards, trying not to knock any of them
down. You’ll be on the edge of your seat as you slide, angle
and hitch your cards in over 10 ways to win. Be the first
person to get rid of all your cards or you can keep playing
until the entire tower crashes. All cards fit in the can. Ages: 8+

From Highlights
www.highlights.com
Find It! First Words and Animals Liftthe-Flap Board Books 2-Book Set
Each Find It book
gives little ones a chance
to build vocabulary, plus
practice
their fine
motor skills
as they
grasp and
lift the flaps.
Jumbo Pad of Puzzling Fun
This pad is
filled with Highlights favorites
like Hidden
Pictures scenes,
brain games,
drawing lessons,
What’s Wrong?
puzzles, mazes,
spot-the-difference challenges, word searches and
crosswords. It’s got an extra-sturdy
cardboard backing that acts like a desk,
giving kids a firm surface to work on in
the car, at the beach or wherever a real
desk might be hard to find.
Knock, Knock. The BIGGEST, Best Joke
Book Ever
This collection of more
than 1000
“who’s there”
jokes makes this
joke book one
that your kids
will come back
t o , o ve r a n d
over. A favorite
of kids – and grownups – knock knocks
are guaranteed to bring on the giggles.
Knock Knock is packed with age-appropriate, wholesome, funny jokes that
kids can enjoy sharing with siblings,
friends, grandparents and anyone who
needs a laugh.

From Dolce www.dolcetoys.com
Dolce Pull Along Elephant
This friend teaches relationship and
walking skills while
having fun. The little
character has a squeaker
in his tummy and crinkly ears, a Dolce
teether and
squeaky flower
in his pocket.
Dolce My First Zebra
Friend
The body is made
of a knitted fabric, it
has mirrors, rattles, a
removable squeaky
flower, teethers on
it’s tail and ears.

From CozyPhones
www.cozyphones.com
3-in-1 Comfort Headphones
These are
a great alternative for kids
who hate earbuds, bulky
headphones or
have sensory
issues. They
are made of
lightweight,
comfortable,
washable, moisture-wicking
fleece. The ultra-thin ⅛” speakers are
removable and adjustable to provide
a perfect fit. Perfect for recreation and
travel with a safe volume limit allowing
your child to hear you while in use.

From Cortex Toys
www.cortextoys.com
SnapDolls
This is
a simple,
snap-on
doll with
clothing
and accessory your
child can
take anywhere:
from bedroom to
backyard
to car seat. Beautiful, charming and
durably made, these cloth dolls will fast
become your child’s best friends.

From EQtainment
www.shop.eqtainment.com
Q’s On The Go Pack
Because sometimes life doesn’t include time to sit down and
play, this to-go
pack offers 90
question and
action cards in a
convenient carrying case. Perfect
for road trips.

From Bubble Bum
www.bubblebum.co/us
Booster Seat
This portable,inflatableboosterseat,
designed for children aged 4-11, is ideal
for vacation, rental cars, school trips and
for grandparents to keep
in their cars. Its lightweight and can be carried
in a rucksack or handbag.
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From Manhattan Toy Company
www.manhattantoy.com

From Vera Bradley
www.verabradley.com
Collegiate Tote
These iconic
styles are a modern twist on the
company’s classic silhouettes, refreshed with added functionality. This
tote is large enough to carry everything you need for a day out and has
enough pockets to keep your protein bars separate from your pens.
Gallatin Tote
This slouchy leather tote develops a patina that gets more
lovely with age. It is luxurious enough to take to work and
use for an evening out on the town.
Fleece Travel Blanket
No matter what the temperature
is in the airplane cabin, this blanket
will keep you warm. It folds
down into a travel pillow and
includes a trolley sleeve for easy transport through the airport.

Dress Up Friends Aimee & Henri
These soft
bodied dolls
feature a variety of different
dressing accessories for toddlers to master:
Velcro-like belt,
working belt
buckle, satin
neck tie, shoelace, shoe strap that buttons, back that zips and pocket that
snaps shut. They’re also cute enough to
quickly become a favorite of any child.
Ages: 12m+
Whoozit Activity Spiral
This wacky spiral wraps around

Iconic Grand Weekender Bag
The thoughtful on this bag makes travel a pleasure,
from the plentiful pockets (inside and out) to the comfortable handles and the trolley sleeve.

From Fashionit
www.justfashionit.com
Mini U Speaker
The perfect combination of stationed
speaker and one
that goes with you
anywhere. This miniature
speaker is stylish, delivers exceptional
sound, and has a built-in selfie remote
control.
U Micro Speaker
This coin sized
speaker delivers
unbelievable sound
and includes a selfie remote control to
capture your photos as well as a pairing
option for the ultimate surround sound
experience.
GloLens
Selfie’s are made
easy with an illuminating lens that captures photos at a wide angle. Its 3 setting
light enhances your images.

From Plan Toys ~ www.plantoys.com
PlanMinis
These 9 different games come in
small tins and are great for traveling as
they are compact enough to put in your
backpack. Play in the car, on the plane,
in the park
or when
you get to
grandma’s
house.

From The Casery
www.thecasery.com
Cloudy Marble Case for
iphone
Made of top-quality
German Bayor plastic,
this case provides the best
protection possible for
each distinct part of your
phone. Its matte finish
adds an element of luxury
while keeping the case
scratch-free.
Phone Pocket
Keep your essentials
at your fingertips with
two card slots and a
secure 3M backing.
Phone Rings
Gives you the perfect grip for texting
and taking pics. Also
props up your phone
for hands-free video
watching.

From Wonderforge
www.wonderforge.com
Fancy Nancy Matching

From Zojirushi ~ www.zojirushi.com
27 oz. Cool Bottle, 35 oz. Cool Bottle
These bottles keep your drinks cold for hours, even
while sitting or walking in the hot sun. Made for cold
drinks only, it should be washed carefully after each use.

It’s the classic
game of picture
matching. Flip
over brightly colored tiles to get
a peek at Fancy
Nancy’s friends,
her dog and favorite things. Collect
the most matching
pairs to win.

almost any carrier or stroller. Features
vibrant colors, stimulating textures,
rattles, satin ribbons, squeakers, mirror
and crinkle paper. Pull Whoozit to activate jiggle motion. Ages: 0-18 months
Blossoms Elephant Activity Toy
This on-the-go activity toy has multiple textures, colors and sounds to keep
baby captivated and entertained. A cheerful chime,
crinkly ears and
rattling feet make
it fun to grasp
and shake while
teaching cause and
effect. Plus, the shiny
mirror offers additional
play and self-discovery.
Ages: 0+
Zip & Play Gabby Gator
This soft toy has zipper mouth that
opens to reveal three textured
teethers. The star-shaped clip
connects to a diaper bag, stroller and carrier providing
stimulation to infants
on the go. Ages: 3
months+

From Squishables
www.squishable.com
Micros

These
plushies travel
with you on your belt, backpack or
anywhere else they can be clipped on.

From Maccabi Art
www.maccabiart.com
Basketball to Duffel
This unique duffle bag
collapses into a basketball shape for easy storage once you’ve
reached your
destination.

From Brio www.brio.us
Labyrinth Take
Along
Turnable and
completely sealed
so there are no lost
marbles.
Smart Engine With Action Tunnels
The perfect way to extend your collection of BRIO World items, tunnels
and destinations. Includes a battery-operated engine and two action tunnels
based on interactive smart technology.
Ages: 3+

Smart Washing Station
A chip in the station activates the
train and makes it move back and forth
during washing. The rollers roll and you
can hear the sound of washing as the
train gets
cleaned.

From Tangle Creations
www.tanglecreations.com

Tangle Therapy is a new ergonomic approach
to hand therapy,
minor stress relief, building fine
motor skills, and
is great for the
sensory sensitive.
Based on the concept of infinity
and continuous motion, the
“Magic in the Motion”
is truly therapeutic and
calming to the soul.
“Learning with Tangle
Brain Tools” has specially
designed lessons and games as well as
a Tangle to kinesthetically teach math,
reading, grammar, emotional understanding, and much more.

